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Dear All,
Welcome to the first edition of Pastoral Periodical:
Different Settings, Different Perspectives.
Here, at UK Pastoral Chat, we connect with many
professionals who work tirelessly in education to make a
difference to the lives of our young people, we witness a
lot of great practice, we hear a lot of thought-provoking
ideas underpinned by passion and genuine care. We
hope that the Pastoral Periodical will capture and convey this knowledge and
enthusiasm to our readers.
We believe that when we work with children, we become pastoral leaders by default;
we deal with pupils’ problems and anxieties in our academic lessons, in registrations,
at lunch times on the playground. We hope that no matter what post you hold in your
workplace, you will find something that will be of interest, something that will help
you to keep on developing as a pastoral leader, and something that will challenge
your thinking.
We are very grateful to every single one of our contributors, who found time in their
busy schedules to share their expertise with us. Without you, this Periodical wouldn’t
have been possible.
We are also grateful to all of you for downloading our first issue. Thank you for your
support, we hope to continue working together in future.

Warm wishes,

Maria O’Neill
Founder UK Pastoral Chat
www.ukpastoral.chat
It’s Our Nature to Nurture.
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A pastoral system underpins inclusion.
______________________
Jules Daulby
Most discussions on inclusion start with teaching in the classroom. What strategies
can be used? Differentiation. How can learners with SEND access the curriculum and
record their knowledge. Even behaviour strategies concentrate on classroom
techniques and usually end up exploring issues such as disruption.
Pastoral care however is a vital part of the inclusion toolkit, in both primary and
secondary settings. They may look different in how they are achieved but the concept
is the same. The person who primarily knows and cares for a child is usually the first
to detect when things are going wrong. This classroom teacher, tutor or key worker
can often make or break a partnership with parents as well as the link between
pastoral care and academic rigour. The communication channel in pastoral roles glues
together parent, child and curriculum. This is important for all children but for the
child with SEND, it is doubly powerful and may even prevent exclusions (children with
SEND account for more than half of all permanent and fixed term exclusions).
A pastoral system responsive to the pupil is a friend to the child and family with
additional needs. This can often be supported by the SENCO but it is the pastoral
point which should be central and the SEN expertise feeding that system rather than
the other way round.
Where possible, if the pastoral port of call can come to meetings about the child, an
annual review for instance, it can be extremely effective as they give information that
a SENCO or subject teacher, even a TA cannot give. How do they socialise with
peers? Do they volunteer for quizzes? Who are their friends and when might they
become anxious?
A recognition of pastoral power should be a vital ingredient in SEND support, I wonder
how much this is mentioned in school improvement plans, training sessions for staff
and in secondary, the magical role of tutor?
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Some SEND tips for pastoral care:


Know the child’s additional needs and find links when you communicate with
parents and teachers



Monitor punishments such as detentions and staying in at playtime – are they
fair? Are any behaviours triggered by a need the child has which is not being
met?



Join the dots – you can often triangulate issues between various parties and,
like a detective, work out the solution



Listen to the parents – they are the experts in their child and have often had
more training in the SEN their child has due to continuous meetings with
professionals such as paediatricians



You are often a non-threatening contact point for parents and children and this
can be extremely useful



Know your power as the kind, consistent and firm champion for the child. They
will never forget you for it and in twenty years’ time may still be the teacher
they remember most – that’s a privilege and one of the best things about being
the pivotal, pastoral point for a child.

Jules Daulby
Jules Daulby is Director of Education for The Driver Youth
Trust. She has over twenty years’ experience in teaching
and specialises in literacy, SEND and whole school
systems. Jules is committed to a comprehensive and
inclusive education for all children. She is also a national
leader for #WomenEd and writes for various publications
such as the TES, Schools Weekly and InnovateMySchool.
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What a PRU has taught me about pastoral care?
_____________________
Mike Armiger
If you were to ever step foot in one of my lessons you would discover two things;
One, I love a posh biscuit and Two, I talk about emotions all the time.
In most alternative provision’s I have worked in, pastoral care is not something that
runs separately to teaching and learning, it’s at the core of everything the provision
does. It’s important to understand that in many alternative provisions, the
standardised ways of running interventions and supporting mental health do not
always apply. I have always found Pru’s to be quite magical places for support.
Despite the challenges of the system they are packed with adults who have the ability
to support young people in a number of ways.
Young people arrive in alternative provision with labels attached to them. When I say
labels I don’t mean in terms of additional needs, I mean labels that have been placed
on them, that they have often met for many complex reasons. I meet many young
people all the time who tell me that they are angry. Often these young people have
gone through systems and anger management interventions, unable to self-regulate
healthily, and so this label becomes re enforced everywhere they look. Now I’m not
saying that there is not an anger problem there because occasionally there is, but it’s
quite apparent that not many have spoken about other vulnerability triggering
emotions.
Frustration? Rarely spoken about. Anxiety? Believed to be only shaking and
withdrawal. Overwhelm? Never heard of it. Emotional literacy in alternative provisions
is so important because there are so many young people with complex experiences.
Feeling fans…
These are used to help young people effectively label their emotions and indicate to
adults where their students are feeling when they arrive in the morning. They benefit
some young people for sure and give adults an insight into young people’s lives that
evening, weekend etc. I had always been quite sceptical of this idea, because I wasn’t
sure that many of my students could actually access them properly. But I remember
standing on the door one day and thinking to myself “Why on earth are we only
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allowing them to pick one emotion?”. I couldn’t understand why we had only
emphasised one emotion when we know that we don’t always feel emotions
singularly. Also it meant that there was a possibility of our students living up to this
label throughout the day. So we developed this and sued it more than once a day so
our students understood that this wasn’t a fixed state & that it was possible to feel
more than one emotion. Over the course of the next few weeks we saw huge changes
in terms of young people thinking critically about their emotions. It now wasn’t about
deciding what emotion they felt, we were now encouraging curiosity not instant
decision making.
With this in mind, let’s now take the fact that often many of my students are unable
to articulate their feelings and struggle to regulate the stress they feel in their bodies.
I often think we take our ability to sit in a room and articulate our emotions and
thoughts for granted. This is where pastoral care and interventions must evolve.
Talking therapies have their place but quite often my students fall out of it. This is
why we do walking therapy. Quite often if I need to talk to one of my students we go
for a walk. Regulating bodies as well as thoughts needs to be something we begin to
consider in our provisions. The two should not be separated at the earliest
convenience.
This isn’t an intervention strategy that is exclusive to looked after or traumatised
children, this speaks to every one of us. And in an age where young people need to
cope with toxic stress, they have very little in the way of regulation aids. Adults and
society can be guilty of Smoking, drinking, eating and numbing that feeling of stress.
And it isn’t healthy is it? We would have something to say if our children began doing
any of the above, so I guess we better show them an alternative right?

Mike Armiger
Mike is a specialist in the field care experienced children and
young people affected by trauma and mental health
difficulties.
Mike previous roles include: Head of a provision, Secondary,
residential & SEN leadership roles and many other advisory
roles across education, health and police services. Mike
currently coordinates and delivers training and projects
for educators, foster carers, social workers, health professionals and many
more across the UK and internationally.
Mental Health is a passion of Mike’s and as well as actively campaigning for reform, he
regularly organises and speaks at events focusing on young people’s mental health
and well-being and works regularly with student suicide prevention. Mike is currently
working with schools on body regulation and trauma sensitive practice.
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The Joys and Challenges of Supporting Girls.
______________________
Jill Berry
In 2013, Joanna Moorhead, journalist and mother of four daughters, talked to Steve
Biddulph, child development specialist and author, about the particular challenges, and
rewards, of bringing up four daughters in an article in The Guardian:
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2013/jan/19/challenges-of-raising-girls. They
considered issues that parents raising girls might confront, and offered advice.
At the time of the birth of her fourth daughter, Moorhead says, ‘I was certain that life held
no bigger prize than the joy of raising daughters.... Raising girls makes for a wonderful,
passion-fuelled, exciting, interesting and fun-filled lifetime’.
She also, however, talked of the ‘frightening moments’, involving ‘alcohol, ambulances,
hospitals, police officers and wild parties’. During my five years of deputy headship
followed by ten years of headship in girls’ schools, I supported parents and dealt with the
repercussions of such issues in school (which quite often involve girls you are the last to
expect to cross these particular boundaries). Moorhead wisely added, ‘and that’s only the
stuff we know about’. I would add to the list eating disorders and self-harm, petty
shoplifting and experimentation with drugs, inappropriate images transmitted through
social media, and early sexual experiences – all of which can, of course, feature in the
lives of teenage boys too. But eating disorders and self-harm are more common among
girls, and parents, in my experience, often worry far more about their daughters’
involvement in sex, drugs and alcohol than their sons’. Is it because we see girls as more
vulnerable and in need of protection?
So how do schools, together with parents, support girls through the rollercoaster of
adolescence and the years in which boundaries are tested? As Moorhead observed, being
a girl in the 21st century ‘seems much edgier, more fragile, more frenzied and scarier than
it was in my day’. Steve Biddulph said of girls, ‘One in five will experience a serious
psychological disorder before reaching adulthood. They are a lot more anxious, they are
more likely to self-harm, they are more prone to bullying, they are binge drinking and
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they are more likely to be at risk of promiscuous sexual behaviour.’ If this was written in
2013, how might the last five years have exacerbated this situation? How do parents and
teachers who have grown up in a different generation, without some of the pressures girls
face today, deal with this and offer girls the right balance of love, support and guidance?
With respect to technology and social networking, for example, Moorhead talks of her
daughters’ ‘laptops and mobile phones always within easy reach’, so that they ‘always
seem to be plugged in to some electronic device or other’. Biddulph suggests that no
teenage girl should have a TV in her bedroom, but girls can now access so much on iPads
and smartphones. His advice that all mobile phones should be charged in the kitchen
overnight so that no late-night texting and tweeting can go on is sound, if parents are
strong enough to enforce it. Certainly young people’s dependency on their phones and on
social networking continues to develop, and this is something schools, including boarding
schools, also have to negotiate.
I suggest it is important that we educate girls about risk rather than simply policing them,
and responsible parents and good schools work together on this. Being open, realistic and
trusting and always keeping lines of communication open will take us further than trying
to be draconian about technology, or, in fact, about any other boundaries girls might be
tempted to cross. Just as many schools have moved from banning phones and other
hand-held devices in school to finding ways of making productive use of them, parents
need to understand the pull of such devices to their daughters and encourage awareness
of responsible use and of managing (rather than avoiding) risk, and recognising
consequences.
Biddulph and Moorhead agreed that parenting matters, that role-models are very
powerful, and that we all need to consider what we are modelling to young people.
Schools are full of potential role-models, and this is one way in which we can send out
positive messages in our pastoral provision for girls (and boys, of course). Working
closely with parents is key, so that there is a degree of consistency in the messages we
covey, which will often permeate the adolescent protective layers, even when girls seem
to resist and rebel. Parents and schools alike need to insist on the importance of treating
others with kindness and girls looking after each other. We need to be clear about our
values, even while respecting that girls have to formulate their own. We can see
compromise as a strength and not a weakness, show patience and good humour even
when we may be sorely tested!
I would add that we need to be mindful of girls’ self-esteem and seek endless
opportunities to help them feel good about themselves and to recognise their own value.
This does not mean indiscriminate praise, but supporting girls to try new things and to feel
proud of what they achieve, at whatever level. Parents and schools can work together to
ensure they see the best in and bring the best out of girls, to raise their awareness of the
impact of our words and actions on others and to take responsibility for this.
Girls, as well as boys, need and appreciate boundaries, even when they resist them. The
challenges are considerable, but the rewards are great.
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Jill Berry
Jill Berry taught for thirty years across six different
schools, state and independent, and was a head for the
last ten of these. Since leaving headship in 2010 she has
completed a Professional Doctorate in Education,
researching the transition to headship; written a book
based on her research and experience: 'Making the leap Moving from deputy to head' (Crown House, 2016); and
carried out a range of leadership consultancy work,
including leadership training at all levels, appointments,
appraisals and coaching. She is an advocate for the opportunities presented by social
media for networking and professional development in education, tweeting @jill
berry102 and blogging jillberry102.blog
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Helping girls at school be happy in their friendships.
______________________
Andrew Hampton
We all need friendship – it is a vital part of well-being and stability. This is equally true
for both genders at school, but the way girls and boys go about negotiating their
friendships is often distinctly different. In this article I want to focus on girls, not
because boys are better or worse than girls in the way they handle friendship issues,
but because they are different; what we might find true for girls is not always true for
boys, and vice versa.
On the whole, girls are good and want to obey the rules, get on with everyone and be
happy. However, they sometimes find that the search for trusting and reliable
friendships is hard and that without such friendships they feel very unhappy. Their
unhappiness is often displayed through tearfulness and even depression. Adults can
help in only very limited ways because the problems within friendship groups are very
fluid and difficult to express precisely.
As adults, it is easy to forget the extreme importance of having a friend at school. For
girls, having at least one other girl, in their year group, in their school to call a ‘friend’
– someone who they can sit next to at that critical moment of the day when they
enter the classroom for registration, is vital. It is so vital that it is an existential
imperative.
So when a girl finds herself friendless at school, for whatever reason, it is very painful
and she may exhibit signs of distress in various ways. She may appear to cope
reasonably well at school, but be tearful at home. She may be full of stories of
relational aggression being shown towards her by other girls, stories which are almost
impossible to fathom, let alone verify. When parents call the school and pastoral care
staff investigate, the search for the truth can become labyrinthine and increasingly
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obscure. Very occasionally she is unhappy because she is being bullied, in which case
the adults know what to do and sort things out quickly. But much more commonly her
unhappiness is being caused by anxiety triggered by the actual or potential loss of
friendship and allegiance. When adults get involved in the detail of such situations
they quickly become bamboozled, unsure of where the truth lies, yet convinced they
can help. They are usually wrong - girls frequently report that, in reality, when the
grown-ups get involved the situation gets worse!
There is a solution to this and it is based on the guide for parents written by Rosalind
Wiseman called Queen Bees and Wannabees. The approach I have developed for
schools is called Girls on Board and it takes Wiseman’s work as its starting point.
Staff are trained to facilitate friendship resolutions so that they are very largely driven
and defined by the girls themselves. The approach creates a moral and linguistic
framework which the girls truly understand and buy into. Within this framework, girls
reignite their empathy and re-centre themselves around the central truth which is that
all girls feel the same sense of insecurity about not having a friend or not belonging to
a group: ‘if it has happened to another girl, then it might just as easily happen to me.’
A girl without a friend is a problem for everyone in the wider group, not just because
we all want everyone to be happy, but also because every girl needs to consider which
friendship group the friendless girl will eventually join and the implications for their
own group.
For girls, the business of navigating the choppy waters of friendships can be a
moment by moment experience:
‘My two friends and I are walking down the corridor in single file – do I need to be in
the front, middle of back?’
‘My friends arrived in school before me and I saw them huddled in conversation –
were they talking about me?’
‘If I go to the loo on my own now, will my friends exclude me when I come out?’
Girls on Board is delivered to girls in the classroom in groups of up to 30, and sessions
look at questions like these above. The girls are encouraged to discuss and role play
generic friendship issues and conflicts, and quickly immerse themselves in the
language and thinking of the approach. Central to this is an understanding of how,
typically, girls respond to their parents around friendships that go wrong. An
important and awkward truth to consider is that daughters – just like anybody – hate
to be told off, especially by their parent. That means that they are very reluctant ever
to admit to any wrong-doing in relation to friendship issues. Whilst a parent loves
their daughter with a passion, they also want to be sure, first, that their child has not
done anything wrong. This leaves the daughter keener to talk to the dog than a
parent – dogs don’t judge and they don’t offer unsolicited advice!
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Since being launched in June 2017 the Girls on Board approach has been adopted by
around 25 schools in the UK and that number is growing fast. Those school include allgirls and co-ed, large state schools and tiny independent schools. Early impact
assessments from these schools are very positive.
If you would like to know more, go to the website: GirlsonBoard.co.uk where you can
get in touch with me and also book training.

Andy Hampton
Andrew Hampton has been a teacher for 30 years and a
Headteacher for the last 14. He launched the approach,
'Girls on Board', in the summer of 2017 and already has
20 schools using his ideas to support girls in their
friendships. Based in Essex, Andrew combines his
Headship with delivering training sessions both at
individual schools and at bookable venues.
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Promoting Wellbeing in Boarding.
_____________________
Kay Price
Modern boarding has grown in popularity because of its flexibility and strong network
of professionals who can support families with both the practical and emotional sides
of life. In my boarding house 51, 13-18 year olds live and work together; navigating
the normal ‘life-stuff’ as part of an extended school family.
Given all boarding schools have unique characteristics of their own – how do you
begin to promote wellbeing?
Being known – this is probably one of the most crucial aspects of promoting
wellbeing. Students have got to feel that they are known well, to at least one member
of house staff. We have 2 matrons, 6 tutors and me, the Housemistress. Boarding
works when the team works. Parents feel far more secure if they feel you know their
child well. I have diffused worry and upset by demonstrating my knowledge of their
daughter, above and beyond their latest grades. Feeling known, and important
enough that someone wants to know you, is central to great wellbeing in boarding.
Time – I try to ensure that there are times in the day where I just sit and chat to the
girls. We recently put a sofa into the laundry room enabling the girls to sit and chat
while matron was busy with household tasks. I see each and every girl nearly every
morning. We promote the idea of just open chats being part of normal daily life.
Environment – the girls need to like where they are. We work hard to make the
house homely and comfortable. We have community rules that must be followed and
high expectations of the girls’ behaviour. Penalties are clear and fairly applied. The
girls know what is expected and they report feeling safe, secure and heard.
Problems – I have had the pleasure and sadness of supporting young people with
every life event imaginable. You can never know enough and you do not know the
answers. The students look to me/us as a team to be the steady ship. Staff must
never be the all-knowing one, you will be proved wrong and this will cause uncertainty
and even distrust. Just listen. Try not to use your own personal experiences either. I
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have an open door policy for students, parents and staff. We also have feedback
books, thoughts post box and our school has Tootoot. We also put signs on every
prefect and peer mentors door saying: happy to chat. The more ways students can
start a conversation the better.
Peer support – developmentally we expect teenagers to talk to each other before
talking to an adult. This is usually absolutely fine and to be encouraged. There have
been times when friends have kept secrets not wanting to snitch. We spend time
talking about the SAS rules (suicide, abuse and self-harm cannot be kept secret) and
how you would say to a friend that they are going to tell an adult. It isn’t a perfect
approach but the wellbeing of all must be in mind.
What help? – Recently, it was becoming noticeable that the students were thinking: I
have a problem I need to see a counsellor. I don’t want the students to think, in later
life, problems require therapeutic support. So, we have a problem thermometer and
then next to it who can help. I think it is important that contextual low-level problems
are firstly tackled by the students themselves and then, if the problem persists, with
the support of a member of house staff. We do our best to enable the girls, to work
through the usual hurdles they will encounter. We will not be there, sat on their
shoulders, our job is to empower and enable.
Fun! – Every Friday evening we have a house social. This is the girls chance to relax
and have fun as a house. They often invite other houses over and the buzz in the
House is great. While we help with problems we must also promote a balanced life.
Fun is essential to that. The opportunity to be silly, laugh, get involved with House art
projects, signings, dancing, sport. All of these activities are essential to have a
balanced life and being-well.

Kay Price
Kay is a Housemistress looking after 50+ 13-18 year old
girls. In this role, I have encountered every practical &
pastoral issue. I use this knowledge & experience to share,
not just anecdotes, but practical strategies to support young
people, families and professionals. I am a true believer in
collaboration and founded the website
pastoralpriorities.co.uk to share ideas and good practice. As
a CEOP Ambassador I provide accredited CPD on E-Safety as
well as workshops on SRE and boarding welfare. Being trained in Solution Focused
Coaching enables me to help professionals & young people find their next-steps & own
answers. I believe in enabling and empowering young people through strong pastoral
care.
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‘‘Man up?’’
______________________
Jonathan Akhurst
I wonder how many of us male members of the human race remember the
encouragement to ‘Be a man’ or to ‘Man up’ when as boys we dissolved into tears or
began to show a level of emotion that made the adult we were with feel somewhat
uncomfortable? Maybe we have uttered those words ourselves as we have sought to
encourage a boy to ‘get over’ the ailment they are suffering from or to pick
themselves up from the gloom they are descending into.
What it is to be a man has been the subject of much writing over the years, none
more famous than Kipling’s poem ‘If’ where he offers advice to his ‘son’ on what it is
that will make him a man. If Kipling were writing in 2018, rather than in 1895, he
would do so for a very different world, though I expect he would utter many of the
same thoughts. As educators of boys we are of course looking to prepare them for
life beyond school, shaping their lives, thoughts, actions and values. Yet it is crucial
that we don’t forget that the young males in front of us are indeed ‘boys’ not ‘men’.
Allowing boys to be boys and wanting them to enjoy their childhood and their school
days must be one of our chief aims.
In 2015, in an article for The Times Newspaper entitled, ‘It’s time to give boys a
shoulder to cry on’ Michael Roulston, headmaster of Dulwich Prep, London spoke
helpfully on the importance of providing support for the emotional health and
wellbeing of boys. He commented, ‘There’s an increasing awareness that boys need
more support to cope with the pressures of their lives than they did in the past.’ The
awareness of mental health concerns is thankfully far more in the open than ever
before, and boys are being encouraged to show their emotions, and to express their
true feelings, rather than covering them up or ignoring them. While we want boys to
recognise their feelings and to openly share them with others, we must in doing this
be seeking to develop resilient boys. It is not enough for boys to simply share their
emotions. That may be a good start but we need to be providing ways for them to
know how to deal with those emotions and how to respond to them, especially when
they are feeling anxious or lacking confidence or have low self-esteem. Dr Tina Rae
suggests that resilient boys can ‘resist adversity, cope with uncertainty and recover
more successfully from traumatic events or episodes’. Supporting the emotional
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health and wellbeing of boys includes teaching them that ‘It’s OK not to be OK’ and
promoting the resilience to deal with the way they are feeling or the issues they are
facing.
In the article for The Times referred to earlier, Roulston highlights ‘the intensely
competitive world in which boys grow up’ as one of the main causes for concern for
boys today, with pressures within education a leading cause of anxiety. Much of this
pressure can come from parents, desperately wanting the best for their boys, and yet
in some cases only fuelling the fire of anxiety by highlighting the need for ‘success’,
often over and above others in their class or year. We know that boys are generally
competitive beasts! Turn anything into a game or a contest and their motivation and
interest will soar, desperate to be the quickest or the best. Yet competition and
competitive boys can be vilified in our world, where winning anything can be viewed
as irreparably damaging to those who don’t win. The answer cannot be to have no
competition at all but instead to inculcate an awareness that over-competitiveness can
be harmful. Even more important is teaching boys how to cope with and respond to
situations where things don’t go their way, when others come out ‘on top’, while
actively promoting the values of kindness and respect too.
The recent Winter Olympics brought the intriguing sport of Curling back to our screens
and reminded me of the brilliant illustration Professor Tanya Byron uses of ‘Curling
parenting or education’ where parents or teachers frantically brush the ice, seeking to
remove any impurities that are in the way of the stone reaching the target. Boys
don’t need all the dirt or the rough bits removed from life, they need ways of dealing
with them as and when they arise.
As teachers we play our part. We must be there for the boys. We must provide an
environment where they are free to speak and are encouraged to do so, where they
can express themselves and discuss their feelings. We must care for them and want
the best for them, making that clear to them individually by the way we relate to
them and find time for them. Boys need good role-models, to look up to and learn
from. All this must be done in co-operation with parents who have the tough, yet
wonderful job of raising boys and watching them grow into young men. But for the
time being, let’s encourage the boys to be just that – boys: free to make mistakes
and get things wrong, yet very aware they are loved, supported and encouraged so
that they develop a resilience that goes far beyond the often ill-judged cry to simply
‘Man up’!

Jonathan Akhurst
Jon Akhurst is Deputy Headmaster Pastoral of Shrewsbury
House Preparatory School, an Independent Boys’ Prep School
in Surbiton, South-West London with boys from Year 3-8
inclusive. The school is part of the Shrewsbury House School
Trust which incorporates two pre-prep schools as well.
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How would you plan pastoral provision if you had a blank piece of paper to
dream big?
______________________
Julie Hunter
Have you ever worked in a school where the day begins in a less than positive
way? Tutor time in the staff handbook may be billed as a proactive pastoral
provision for students to be ready for learning, yet this is often not the case. I
have worked in schools where the day begins with students being given behaviour
detention slips, late to lesson detention slips, told to go to the isolation centre and
harangued for a multitude of misdemeanours.
If you had a blank piece of paper what would you want to get rid of? What would
you want to introduce? What would you call each pastoral event? Would you want
to bridge the academic - pastoral divide? How would you develop pastoral
provision for the 21st Century and beyond?
I have always wondered why we use the word pastoral and tutors; it has always
given me the image of students as sheep following their pastoral shepherd
through school. We know as professionals that coaching is a great way to develop
colleagues, and it is excellent for students too. Having a coach in secondary
school for 5 years changes the dynamic of the relationship, and the role of that
adult with their coaching group. The conversations students have with a coach
uses positive challenge, and is a done with them, as opposed to a "follow me"
approach. If the coach meets their group at the end of the school day, then any
issues that have occurred during the day can be picked up and addressed. This
enables a positive start to the next day with a clean slate.
I like to dream big for the sake of our students. A key aspect of pastoral provision
nowadays is wellbeing. How much curriculum time is given to wellbeing? Is there
a wellbeing curriculum which is given dedicated, uninterrupted time? Instead of
18

tutor time, every morning could begin with 30 minutes of mental health and
wellbeing activities to prepare students to be mentally and physically ready for
learning. Imagine the impact of 2 hours every week of a wellbeing curriculum and
the impact that would have on students as human beings. Imagine the toolkit that
they would have after 5 years and their capacity to deal with 21st Century life,
whatever it may bring. Add in a further session each week, full of how to flourish
as a 21st Century Global Citizen, and you will have students even more prepared
for life beyond school walls. A wellbeing curriculum can be part of the school day,
and it can be given golden curriculum time if it is given priority. We all want
students to be able to flourish in our classrooms, and by having a rigorous
wellbeing curriculum we can achieve it at little cost too.
Most schools arrange staffing so that teachers have a tutor group. Let’s dream big
and arrange staffing so that all teachers run a wellbeing curriculum every day, not
just for students, but for their own wellbeing too. We can have schools where the
Music teacher shares how music can be used mindfully to relax and reduce
anxiety, the English teacher can write values-based stories to mindfully discuss
issues, and a curriculum for mental wealth can be shared with every student and
adult in the building for everyone to flourish.
Is this sufficient to build a world class education system where pastoral provision
supports every person in the building? Do you have a staffroom with student
data, exam targets and target student photos on a reminder board? Pastoral
provision for staff is critical, as a teacher who is flourishing will be able to nurture
their classes. A staff wellbeing room with no phones or computer, no pigeon holes
and no work related posters provides an oasis where colleagues can recharge.
Students need areas of calm too. A timetable for students to access a sensory
room and to have fun in the "Thrive" room helps nourish hearts and minds. 21st
Century pastoral provision ensures that there is a universal offer of support and
then offers differentiated support for everyone in the school building.
So what are you going to put on your blank piece of paper and how are you going to
make it a reality?

Julie Hunter
Julie Hunter is Deputy Headteacher for wellbeing and culture
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in schools. Julie has written bespoke resilience programmes
to enable students to be proactive for their own
wellbeing.
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Pastoral Care at Passmores.
______________________
Vic Goddard
Our young people spend five and a half hours a day with teachers; of that time half an
hour is spent in what would normally be seen as ‘pastoral’ time i.e. with their form
tutor. Half an hour equates to 9% of their day. This is a lot of time. If you were to
offer a 9% increase in outcomes to any headteacher in the country, they would be
ecstatic.
Over the years this caused me to question about whether what happens in that time is
THAT important. Some are below:
Should we lessen that half an hour and shorten the school day a bit?
What is that time being constructively used for?
Have our staff got the requisite skills/knowledge to use this time well and are we
supporting them or just expecting them to get on with it?
At Passmores, like everyone else, we are working flat out to get our young people the
outcomes they need to progress but also, in partnership with the parents/carers,
trying to help create positively contributing members of our community. I see the
time that they get in ‘form time’ to be a vital contribution to both these goals.
We place a great deal of emphasis on our young people having a ‘family’ start to their
day. For many of them that happens at home with their parents/carers helping them
to be ready for the day but for some it doesn’t. The pastoral time they have at the
start of the day helps us to level the playing field for those students that are not in
this fortunate position.
We have a vertical tutor group system with students from years 7-11 mixed in
together from the same ‘House’. We would normally put siblings in the same form
group unless we learn, through our transition arrangements, that this would be a
disaster. The intention is to create a sense of ownership and belonging. Community if
you like. Students are paired up with older peer learning partners – 7 with 9, 8 with
10, 9 with 11 – but years 10 and 11 are paired with the tutor to provide the academic
and pastoral support as they get into those crunch terms.
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It is the job of the mentor to ensure that their mentee is set up to be a success each
day. It is also an opportunity for the younger students to gain useful insights in to the
challenges faced in years 10 and 11, for instance, so they are not surprised and
prepare themselves for the undoubted extra pressures that exist.
When we told parents/carers we were moving to this system, many years ago, the
question that came back was ‘what if my lovely child is paired with one that is very
naughty?’ I am glad to say that my answer then is the same as I would give now; the
‘naughty’ child will be the best mentor as they will be telling their younger mentee
‘don’t turn out like me’. We can easily underestimate how responsible our young
people can be and how self-aware they are when working with younger ones.
There are benefits of the vertical system for the staff is that they only ever have to
write 5 or 6 ‘form reports’ at once. They get to know whole families and not just
individuals and can offer the challenge and support when needed for all siblings; this
is also a big benefit for parents/carers when they have multiple children in the school
as there is only one conversation needed not several.
Like all ‘systems’ there are plusses and minuses but over the years we have seen the
benefits far outweigh the negatives. However, I do feel that we expect new teachers
to just know how to do this aspect of the job too often. I wonder how often we offer
support to staff in making those ‘pastoral’ phone calls for instance; there is no doubt
that these are often some of the trickiest to have.
I am firmly of the view that systems and structures that support the professionalism
of the staff are vital. Our pastoral time is quite heavily structured with certain things
happening on certain days; this again has plusses and minuses but does give a focus
and direction to this time that we feel is most beneficial. I remember as a young
teacher being given a year 11 tutor group that had previously used the start of the
day session to run what looked like a semi-professional poker school and to apply
their make-up etc. I had a near mutiny on my hands when I suggested that we could
use this time to watch a news round up and to do some sort of weekly quiz on it.
I know we live in a time when teachers are increasingly being asked to be all things to
all people however the biggest thing I have missed when moving in to senior
leadership is being a form tutor. It was a special bond. They knew that I would be
their champion but they also knew I would say no if that was needed too and that is a
privileged position to be in.

Vic Goddard
Vic Goddard is the Principal of Passmores Academy and star
of the BAFTA nominated Channel 4 documentary Educating
Essex. He is a proud South Londoner, having been raised on
a council estate then going on to train as a PE teacher and
eventually becoming the nation’s best-loved
Headmaster thanks to his undeniable dedication to
his school and the young people inside it.
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Gratitude.
______________________
Mary Myatt
‘At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person.
Each of us has cause to think with deep gratitude of those who have lighted the flame
within us.’ Albert Schweitzer
Expressing gratitude inoculates us against the slings and arrows of daily life. When we
stop and think about the things that are great about being alive today we realise the
following: most of us have more resources both financial and personal than at any
time in the past. We have clean water, healthcare, enough to eat and interesting
things to do. And yet how often do we stop and say this is great?
In high functioning settings, gratitude is talked about, without blushing. That’s
because wise leaders are not shy of talking about the things that are going well. They
take the time to pause every so often and express gratitude for the good things that
surround them.
They talk about how happy they are to have such a great group of colleagues. They
tell their students how pleased they are to have them in their schools. They welcome
parents and carers, they understand deep hospitality, which at heart says ‘You are
welcome here’. And what’s more they convey this to the awkward squad as well: ‘You
are welcome, you are welcome.’
It can be hard when budgets are tight and there never seems to be enough funding,
but appreciative leaders notice the buildings they work in and resources they have
available. They know that it wasn't so long ago that children in some families took it in
turns to go to school, according to whose turn it was to wear shoes that day. For most
of us in the affluent world, those days are gone. We have buildings that mostly
function, just about enough resources to get the job done and while there could
always be more, there is enough, enough.
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And of course, the most valuable resource which leaders have, are their colleagues.
So they express gratitude to them. They say thank you, often. But the thanks are not
cheap off the cuff platitudes. They are deep and heartfelt and they come from
noticing. Noticing is one of the most powerful things that thoughtful leaders do. They
notice the small stuff, the things that make a person tick, the small triumphs and
gains. And they know when it is appropriate to say that thanks in public and when to
do it quietly. They notice when someone goes the extra mile either for another
colleague, or for a student, or takes extra care with a sensitive matter. And every
time they do this they are building trust.
Top leaders are not shy of expressing gratitude. They don't worry about being touchy
feely or soft. Many understand at a deep level that this is the right thing to do. It
makes for happier organisations and it also eases the way for difficult conversations
when these are needed. And they are always needed. They know that gratitude and
its appropriate expression provides the balance for holding people to account. No one
minds being asked about how things could be better, if they have previously been
appreciated.
The critical thing about this work is that it is not done to serve some shallow purpose,
to look good, or to create a veneer of compliance. The gratitude work comes from a
deep space which is connected with values and moral purpose. If the school’s mission
or values statement is expressed along the lines of ‘everyone achieving their best’ or
‘a place where all can thrive’ then they know that this has to be shown through words
and actions. Not as some cheap public relations stunt but as a way of living and
working.
https://pragmaticreform.wordpress.com/2015/12/19/gratitude/
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Billys Count: the kindness of connected communities.
______________________
Simon Feasey
Barry Hines’s modern classic A Kestrel for A Knave is so much more than a powerful
story of survival in a tough, joyless world. Hines wanted to write about the wickedness
of disregarding pupils who failed the 11-plus, thus branding them with inferiority
complexes. Hines was a teacher. He modelled the school in his book after the school
at which he taught, St Helen’s. Billy Casper (the boy) is treat as a failure at school;
bullied by staff and class mates, alike. And then bullied mercilessly at home by his
older brother. Billy has nowhere to turn. He seeks solace in the Kestrel hawk he finds,
naming it Kes. Ken Loach (he of I Daniel Blake fame) made a film of the book, Kes.
For those of you unfamiliar with this work, and for those of us seeking a reminder,
here is a taste of Billy’s world.1
Barry Hines took the inspiration for his character, Billy, from his brother, Richard.
Richard Hines kept a hawk, as a boy. Richard was interviewed on Radio 4’s Diverse
Conversation programme2 back in March 2016. Fascinating in the way that Richard
brings Billy to life. Clearly, Richard’s experience at school remains raw. “I was an 11plus failure.” “It was awful in the way that people were written off.” Richard says that
there were many clever people at his school but their talents went to waste. Richard
offers insight into his particular interest in hawks. He speaks of their “intransigence”,
and “absence of understanding of social hierarchy and social subservience”. And then,
the thing. Although a kestrel never loses its wildness, it can be reached by kindness;

1

https://youtu.be/8V3x_2fSCK8

2

Libby Purves interview with Richard Hines, Midweek : Diverse Conversation, Radio 4 - Wednesday 16th March 2016
(begins 24 minutes into podcast) http://live.audials.com/en#!podcast/midweek-58985
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no good comes from shouting orders at it or trying to make it
conform. Richard’s source for this information? The
Gentleman’s Recreation by Nicholas Cox (1928). The young
Richard Hines had found his passion. This led to him
developing, he says, “a voracious appetite for reading”. He
went on to become a teacher, an academic, and made
documentaries for the BBC.
What of Billy? There is a scene in the film where Billy attends
an appointment with the school’s careers adviser.3 Billy
attends the appointment alone, unlike another boy, sat waiting
outside with his mother. Billy’s discomfort is tangible, he
cannot get out of there fast enough. “What kind of job have
you got in mind?” “You want to start off on the right foot don’t
you?!” One thing Billy is sure of is that he “wouldn’t be seen dead down t’pit!” Billy
flees from the appointment. Billy only ever seems to be running from school.
Richard Hines suggests that “all of us have a latent talent, if we can find it”. Richard
found something for himself and that set him on his way. Barry Hines knew he did not
want to be down t’pit, like his father before him. He became a teacher. David Bradley,
who played Billy Casper in the movie, attended St Helen’s School. He knew he didn’t
want to be down t’pit, like his father before him. He became an actor. Billy? We don’t
know. Although, I find it eerily poignant that David Bradley himself penned a sequel in
which Billy runs away to London and gets into trouble, sniffing glue, washing car
windscreens at traffic lights, but is adopted by a couple and ends up converting a
narrowboat. David’s idea for a sequel went no further.
Professor Diane Reay says, amongst a growing number of others, thankfully, that
what UK society needs, more than anything else right now, is greater equality and
less social and economic distance between its citizens. Reay cites R.H. Tawney and his
saying that no class is good enough to do its thinking for another. Reay concludes that
now, more than ever, the ruling elite has no knowledge of, or interest in what that
other actually thinks.4
So what? I do wonder if the system itself is as big a bully now as it ever was, if not
bigger. Are our schools, because they sit within the system, failing the Billys of our
world just as catastrophically as that school in Barnsley where Billy Casper’s voice
remained unheard? Unheard, that is, except for his fifteen minutes of fame when
asked to share his interest in falconry with the rest of the class by Mr Farthing. Mr

3

https://youtu.be/Qb-SADX-voY

4

Diane Reay (2012) What would a socially just education system look like?: saving the minnows from the pike, Journal
of Education Policy, 27:5, 587-599.
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Farthing was the sole, stand out teacher who showed interest in Billy’s world, and
Billy’s voice.
When Saul Alinsky (Community Organiser in the US) was asked why he was so
provocative, stirring up activism in marginalised communities with no voice, he
replied, “I can’t stand to see people get pushed around.”5 I cannot imagine that the
physical and verbal abuse levelled at students in schools such as that featured in Kes
exists in our schools today. But should we stand by as so many of our young people
get pushed around; failed by an unjust system? If those in power have no knowledge
of, or interest in, what that other actually thinks, are we as educators powerless to
intervene? I say no. But it is an all of us together thing. Our young people need the
sort of kindness hinted at in The Gentleman’s Recreation (How ironic!). The sort that
Richard Hines read of, recognised and exercised. As did Billy. But the lone voice of
kindness received by Billy, offered by Mr Farthing, was not enough. Still Billy fled. The
networks of support our young people need now are just as important as they ever
were, arguably more so. Those networks must encompass families, school and
community. We can be better at that, and must be. Schools can work on building such
capacity, placing themselves with and within their communities. But, as Saul Alinsky
said, “The first thing you've got to do in a community is listen, not talk, and learn to
eat, sleep, breathe only one thing: the problems and aspirations of the community.”6
For Billy Casper, there was a devastating disconnect between family, school and
community. The real life Billy, Richard, achieved his dreams, regardless. Too many
others did not. Too many do not. Arguably, it is harder now than it was in the days
Billy Casper was set to leave school. If the system shouts down our young ones, let us
respond with kindness, as connected communities. We must believe that all schools,
in embracing their communities and fostering solidarity can shape a better and more
socially just world. To do so, we must address the needs of all those orbiting around
our communities by listening to their stories and addressing traditional lines of power.
And let’s hear it for the Mr Farthings of this world.
I explore these ideas further in a blog series here

7

5

Shultz, A. and Miller, M. (eds) (2015) People Power: The Community Organising Tradition of Saul Alinsky, Nashville:
Vanderbilt University Press.
6

Alinsky, S. D. (1971) Rules for radicals: A pragmatic primer for realistic radicals. New York: Random House.
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Community Capacity Building Blog:
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Respecting cultural norms within pastoral care.
______________________
Allana Gay
When I was younger the simple rule of the house was to arrive home from school
before my father arrived home from work. One day, when my teenage brain brought
rebellion into my thoughts, I broke the rule. I received 5 lashes from my father’s belt
and never broke the rule for the rest of my secondary schooling. In Caribbean circles,
the commentary to such stories is normally ‘It never did me any harm and kept me on
the right path’. Even in the UK, those of a certain age will recall stories of corporal
punishment with the same rose tinted ending.
The reality is corporal punishment affects the mental and physical wellbeing of
children. Worldwide, however, the recognition of this is weak. According to Unicef
Global initiative to end all corporal punishment of children, only 10% of children
across the world are fully protected in law. Corporal punishment, although a concern
of pastoral leaders, is not popularly, or culturally, seen to be dangerous.
As such I am not surprised parents display a lack of understanding during discussions
where corporal punishment is disclosed. A pastoral leader can quickly find themselves
on the opposing side, facing a difficult discussion with a parent. The balance between
respecting the strength of tradition in parenting and protecting children within a UK
context is difficult to manage. The underlying fear is not only for the immediate
welfare of the child but the increased probability that they will be punished further for
speaking up. In some cases children are frightened with stories of going into care and
ascribed blame for the involvement of pastoral services with the family.
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This is one of many examples I could use to emphasise the importance of cultural
understanding in pastoral work. If undertaken in ignorance trust is lost and we risk
implementing our value judgements and bias onto families. It must be recognised that
pastoral care stems from middle class professions ascribing rules and advice. Not all
are rational in the eyes of parents. Here are some ways that we can bring parents
onside in a supportive way.
1) Acknowledge that we work within a set of rules that are culturally alien to some
groups
The lived experience of parents is often different to the experience advised for their
children. In the same way that the understanding of acceptable discipline differs,
there are further recommendations on what constitutes healthy food provision,
supervision of siblings etc. that have no grounding in their rationale or lived
experience. Parents may take such advice as a challenge on their parental authority.
They feel unable to action parenting in the manner they see fit yet are made to retain
responsibility for the social consequences of parenting gone wrong. Pastoral leaders
need to explicitly acknowledge this concern as a means to supporting parents. A firm
but patiently empathetic tone, while explaining the rationale behind rules increases
engagement and reduces the chances of false compliance.
2) Acknowledge the additional pressures that some groups face
Most, if not all, parents set out to do the best job possible within their circumstances.
There must be acknowledgement that the circumstances some groups of parents face
are not equal to others. To be BAME, Working class, Singe parent etc carries
stereotypes from society as a whole and in the case of SEN, possible stigma from own
community. Wide generalisations of areas often lead to misrepresentations of what is
accessible to parents.
For example, 7 of London Borough of Haringey's 19 wards are within the most
deprived 10% nationally. All of these wards are in the east of the borough and are
also predominantly BAME and working class. Pressures of finance, homelessness,
crime and domestic violence are more common in these areas. Resultantly, the
demand for pastoral support is greater. However, the parents within this area have
ongoing scepticism of the motives of pastoral support. Their defensiveness stems from
their daily pressures and affects their perception of discussions. At times the emotive
response overwhelms the main pastoral issue. Exploring the general pressures
established s a base from which the pastoral leaders can have a meaningful
conversation with parents. In some cases the school may go above and beyond the
provision they make for other children. This goes a long way in future relationships.
3) Demonstrate continual professional curiosity.
It can be challenging for some staff to ask the right questions about pastoral issues.
As educators we are keen to not allow our bias and beliefs to influence our work.
However one common response is to ignore an issue or accept it as part of the norm.
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Ideally all staff would receive some training regarding the social environment within
which they worked. This would include the mix of cultures and customs to look out
for. Additionally, the opportunity to practice conversations on sensitive topics is
essential to build the confidence of staff from different backgrounds.
There can also be simplification of the demands made within the school context. My
primary school’s daily pupil check consists of 3 things every morning
-

How did the student get to school?

Are they prepared for the school day? – Breakfast, uniform, books, equipment,
learning attitude
-

Are they communicating well with peers and staff?

By assessing these three for all children, changes from the norm are easily seen and
can be reported or follow-up.
Respecting cultural norms of families is difficult. To do so we have to be culturally
conscious and seek understanding at all times. With this knowledge and a few
strategies shared our pastoral care should continue to be effective within our schools.
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Is Attendance the A1 Priority of Pastoral Care?
______________________
Stephen Tierney
The demands on pastoral care systems in schools have increased massively over time.
The traditional care and cajoling of pupils now has guidance, academic progress,
social work and mental health support built on. There are some aspects though which
don’t change; ensuring good attendance of pupils seems a timeless requirement.
From a safeguarding perspective; one of the main ways of keeping vulnerable pupils
safe is to make sure they are in school.
Quality teaching matters; as long as the pupils are in the class room to experience it.
The more pupils we can get in the class room with even greater regularity the better
outcomes will be. There is often, understandably and rightly, a lot of focus on
reducing persistent absence but not so much on the below average attenders. The
90-95% group’s attendance is not bad enough to attract attention but not good
enough to really help accelerate their progress.
On average disadvantaged pupils’ attendance is below their more advantaged peers.
There’s a double affect here: they miss more lessons and potential learning
opportunities leading to more gaps in their learning. As the years go by the gaps
become cumulative and exponential. This may explain why their attainment, over
time, diverges from pupils from more affluent backgrounds. New knowledge is being
built on increasingly fragile and disconnected prior learning; too much of it falls
through gaps in prior knowledge.
“Nudging” is an attempt to change people’s behaviour in a certain way with minimal
effort and expense. People can ignore the nudge but the best nudges are like yeast;
producing effects far beyond the effort expended. Here are a couple of ways you
could use to nudge attendance up.
Best Evidence in Brief, from the Institute of Effective Education, linked to research
from Philadelphia, “Can a postcard reduce pupils’ absenteeism?” It’s a great nudge, if
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it works. For about one pound per pupil, if the research results are replicated, a
school could see a 2.4% reduction in absence. The project took three groups; a
control group, one research group with a generic message encouraging parents to
improve their child’s attendance and another research group with a message again
encouraging parents to improve their child’s attendance but with specific information
about the child’s attendance history. Both messages proved to be equally effective in
improving attendance.
The message we use on our Attendance postcards is:
“If your child has 95% attendance s/he will miss 10 days of school this year and 50
days during their time at St. Mary’s. With only 90% attendance s/he will miss 20
days and that’s 100 days during her/his secondary education. These lost school days
can’t be replaced.”
The 90-95% figures should resonate with the target group recipients of the postcard.
When something is 90%+ there is a feeling that that is very good; in attendance
terms it is not yet good enough.
The next suggestion for improving attendance is from Todd Rogers and Avi Feller,
“Reducing Student Absences at Scale via Parents”. What I particularly like about this,
apart from the evidence showing a 5-10% improvement in attendance for pupils with
chronic absence, is that it makes common sense.

The letters are only 50 words long. Parents with low literacy levels won’t be overawed
by them and will be more able to access the contents. The letter aims to get parents
on side. The message is clear; we need to work together on this. It also addresses a
key misconception of many parents about legitimate excuses for being away from
school. Whether your child truants a day or was ill; s/he has missed a whole day’s
learning.
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The bar is particularly clever. Red, for your child’s excessive absences, and green, for
class mates; a simple day count scale which runs horizontally. The comparison to
class mates – their child’s friend who they have met and know – is much more
powerful than the usual national averages or percentages.
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What Pastoral Care Would Look Like if I was Queen of Everything.
______________________
Natasha Devon
Imagine a world in which pastoral care hadn’t been systematically deprioritised and
defunded as part of ongoing efforts by policy makers to ‘improve standards’.
Imagine a world where it was widely acknowledged that happy people learn better
and that preparing children for some of the emotional challenges life will inevitably
throw their way is just as important as their professional equivalents.
Imagine everyone understood that our developmental years are a fundamental
building block in our ongoing psychological welfare which we can revisit but never
reclaim.
Imagine I am Queen of Everything. This is what pastoral care would look like:
1. An end to the tyranny of the ‘PHSE drop down day’.
You know the ones, where everything in the vast spectrum of sex, drugs & rock in roll
present within the recommended PHSE curriculum is shoehorned into a one day
workshop carousel. I hate them. I hate them because it’s impossible to glide
seamlessly between how to put on a condom to how to cook on a budget to the
impact of bullying and give each one the necessary attention. I hate them because if a
pupil is off sick that day they don’t get any PHSE for the entire academic year. But
most of all I hate them because they reinforce the notion that PHSE is an option extra,
to be tacked onto ‘proper’ subjects, if there is time. So instead I’d introduce….
2. Weekly, whole school themes.
Full disclosure: I nicked this idea from Stonewall, a fantastic campaign group
dedicated to educating around LGBT+ issues. Stonewall have produced a range of
leaflets for teachers of various subjects with suggestions on how they can casually
introduce the topic of LGBT+ people into the conversation. E.g. a history teacher may
want to mention a figure of historical significance who was gay or transgender. That
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way, the idea that LGBT+ people exist has been normalised before year 9, when the
first pupil in the year usually comes out.
I’d like to see a similar approach taken across all PHSE. Each week a theme could be
announced at staff briefing so that every teacher can touch on it, if relevant. For
example, if the theme is ‘how much sleep do you need for good mental health?’ and
pupils are studying Hamlet in English, the teacher can mention that Hamlet is sleep
deprived and that might be one of the reasons he is experiencing psychosis (as
evidenced by his hallucinations of his father’s ghost). In form time, pupils can feed
back what they have learned on the week’s theme.
3. A curriculum designed with psychological development in mind.
Despite endless directives and Secretaries of State attempting to ‘make their mark’ on
the sector by introducing sweeping and often ill-thought-out changes (I’m looking at
you, Michael Gove) at its heart the school system hasn’t really changed for a hundred
years. We know so much more about child and adolescent psychology and about the
unique needs of the developing brain than we did a century hence.
In my utopia, the school day would be designed with these needs in mind. Children
would learn in a way that incorporates fresh air and exercise wherever possible. Short
mindfulness or relaxation activities would be sprinkled throughout the week. Grades
would be awarded as much for being able to remember facts as for the creative
process by which the pupil has arrived at their conclusions.
After all exercise, relaxation and creativity are not only essential for wellbeing, but are
skills which must be practised.
4. Compulsory PHSE and budgets/resources galore.
There are some aspects of pastoral care teachers feel confident to tackle and they
should be given whatever support they deem necessary in order to do so.
There are others which teachers don’t have the necessary time or training to address.
Furthermore, there are some topics pupils naturally engage with more if the
information is coming from a ‘new face’. A classic example would be body image.
When I deliver talks on this subject teachers regularly say ‘I tell them exactly what
you just said all the time, but for some reason they listen to you’. I think it’s partly
owing to the relaxation one inevitably feels when one is discussing a potentially thorny
issue with a person one won’t have to face in double maths the next day.
5. Counsellors for pupils AND staff.
Even within a perfect system, teaching is one of the most demanding jobs there is. A
class consists of an average of 30 unique, developing individuals with 30 unique sets
of needs and circumstances. Just as counsellors have ‘supervision’ (another therapist
they see regularly to discuss any confidential challenges arising out of their job)
teachers should have somewhere they can offload.
Furthermore, school counsellors would not be shoved in a cupboard somewhere, or
put in the corner of school library because of budget restraints. There would be no
stigma associated with seeing the counsellor, who would be a part of school life and a
trusted face on campus.
6. A ban on school leaders saying ‘we don’t have X here’.
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Of course bullying happens in your school. Of course you have pupils who are facing
mental, emotional and behavioural difficulties. No one should judge schools for this,
least of all Ofsted. What *should* cause concern is any attempt to sweep these types
of issues under the carpet. Ignoring something does not make it go away (unless that
thing is Katie Hopkins).
7. A network of support for schools, including educational psychologists
and properly funded CAMHS.
As the last bastion of a community post-austerity, schools are increasingly being
expected to deal with all aspects of pastoral care in-house. This has in turn led to
unprecedented levels of teacher stress (70% took time off in 2017 for a physical or
mental health issue they attribute directly to the stress of their job according to the
BBC) but to pupils with severe mental health issues not being able to access
appropriate care.
The average onset age for the most common mental health difficulties is adolescence
and all the evidence shows that the earlier they are detected and help is accessed the
higher the chance of recovery. Yet we spend fourteen times the amount on adult
services as we do CAMHS.
In my new world order, governments will stop seeing the wellbeing of children as a
necessary sacrifice to be made at the altar of the ‘economy’. Educational psychologists
will be employed to look at the whole child assess what help is needed outside what
the school can provide and direct to well-funded, accessible, welcoming and, if
necessary, long term care.
Bring on the revolution.
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Would you like to work with us?
Please get in touch with us by emailing: admin@ukpastoral.chat
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